The Children’s Center at Caltech
Fieldtrip and Picture Consent Form

Field trip Consent

I authorize those in charge at the Children’s Center at Caltech to take my child on those walking fieldtrips which are part of the planned activities at the center.

______ Initials

Picture Consent

I, the undersigned parent, do hereby consent to have my child photographed at and for school functions only, and I also give my consent to have these pictures, or any reproductions thereof, used by the center for my child’s portfolio, trainings/workshops, CCC web page, newspaper or advertising purposes

______ Initials

Sunscreen Consent

I give permission for the staff to reapply sunscreen or sun block on exposed skin as needed. I understand that I must apply sunscreen or sun block before my child arrives at the center and that I will provide the sunscreen or sun block with UVB AND UVA protection of SPF 15 or higher.

______ Initials

Diaper Cream Consent

I give permission for the staff to apply over the counter diaper cream, supplied from home, as needed. Prescription creams will require a separate medication form to be completed.

______ Initials

Child’s Name _______________________________________

Parent’s Signature ___________________________________

Date ____________________________